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ENERGY. FOCUS. 
PERFORMANCE.*†

JUST SQUEEZE AND GO!
• BOOST ENERGY*†

• IMPROVE FOCUS*†

• INCREASE BLOOD FLOW*†

AVAILABLE FLAVORS:
Orange
Fruit Punch

SERVING SIZE: 1/2 tsp (2.5 mL)
SERVINGS PER BOTTLE: 24

WHAT IS BEST ENERGY™?
Best Energy™ liquid water enhancer is a blend of key ingredients to help increase your energy, focus and blood flow. 
By combining caffeine with performance boosting Citrulline, Taurine and Agmatine Sulfate, Best Energy™ provides a 
quick, on-the-go solution when you are feeling run down or need that quick pick-me-up before the gym. With 25mg of 
caffeine per squeeze, Best Energy™ can help improve energy and focus, but without the shakes and jitters. This 
all-around formula is perfect for any athlete that wants to add some additional benefits to their water. It’s sugar-free, 
calorie-free and easy to take with you anywhere!*†

WHY IS IT BETTER?
BPI Sports’ new line of water enhancers makes supplementing on-the-go fun and easy! These delicious flavor 
boosters are made to add to your water or favorite beverage and can provide you with additional benefits such as 
increased energy, focus, weight loss or recovery. These easy and convenient bottles come in great-tasting flavors and 
are made with only the highest quality ingredients. Plus, they have zero sugar and zero calories! Grab on today – just 
squeeze and go!*†

WHAT’S IN IT?
CAFFEINE
Caffeine provides you with long-lasting energy paired with enhanced focus and alertness.*†

CITRULLINE
Citrulline improves blood flow to increase nitric oxide levels and muscle pumps for enhanced endurance and 
performance.*†

TAURINE
Taurine is an amino sulfonic acid produced in our body and obtained from a healthy diet. It may support mood and 
help your body burn fat for energy.*†

AGMATINE
Agmatine is a pain fighter that has the potential to aid in post-workout recovery.*†

“IF YOU NEED A LITTLE KICK TO GET YOU GOING, SIMPLY ADD BEST 
ENERGY™ TO YOUR WATER TO GIVE YOU A SMOOTH, CLEAN BOOST IN 

ENERGY AND FOCUS.”

† When combined with a proper exercise and nutrition regimen. Statements based on early-stage independent 3rd party in vivo and / or in vitro model scientific research data findings 
for individual ingredients.

*THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, 
CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE.

Supplement Facts

Other Ingredients: Purified water, citric acid, malic acid, 
natural & artificial flavors, sucralose, sodium benzoate 
(preservative), and FD&C Red No. 40.

Serving Size 1/2 tsp (2.5 mL). Servings Per Bottle 24. 
Amount Per Serving: Niacin (as niacinamide) 10mg 
(50% DV). Taurine 50mg (**DV), Caffeine 25mg (**DV), 
L-Citrulline (as L-Citrulline DL-Malate 2:1) 25mg (**DV), 
Agmatine sulfate 10mg (**DV).
** Daily Value not established.


